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Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the ICANN and HR call on Friday 29th May 2015

Maryam Bakoshi: Rafid Dammak and Niels Ten Oever have joined the meeting

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome

Marilia Maciel: Hello all!

Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome Marilia Rafid

Monika Zlabriuter:XXXXXX

Monika Zlabriuter: later (it is here)

Monika Zlabriuter: Haha, I read that I am shy here)

Monika Zlabriuter: ok, I wait for the call then

Niels ten Oever - Article 19: Monika, can you pick up?

Monika Zlabriuter: let’s talk about the call

rafik: woohoo joined

Maryam Bakoshi: Pranesh Prakash

Monika Zlabriuter: talk can hear you though Maryam Bakoshi: Vipul Karthamba

Maryam Bakoshi: have chatting

Monika Zlabriuter: may be someone knows, what I should click to make my mic work?

Niels ten Oever - Article 19: Indeed, so we need to agree on approval procedure (Point 1.3)

rafik: he/she/does as an an issue report not necessarily needed approval, let’s more research work to give input

Niels ten Oever - Article 19: It’s discuss this under the next point

Pranesh Prakash: freedom to make a strong defense of HR, who will?

Having said that I don’t think there’s a need to establish a duty to protect on ICANN’s part.

Monika Zlabriuter: Of course, they do have this responsibility just need to proceed step by step. So if the point is made in a note then it is there on the record to be used and referred to later if need be (just reiterating verbal point in writing)

Niels ten Oever - Article 19: +1

Pranesh Prakash: +1

Maryam Bakoshi: Nigal Hickson has joined

Marilia Maciel: Audio issue here. Will have to go out and enter again, sorry

Marianne F: There is feedback so we are hearing Niels twice

Alexandra: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: I agree to have it as an example: would you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agreethat the UDP? part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?

Pranesh Prakash: Apologies. I have to leave now. But would just like to reiterate that we would strategically bear the burden of the people who take positions on sensitive commercial issues. If we don’t, no one else will. We can build bridges after we have some rough position.

Marianne F: +1 from me for leaving it in as example: just to edit and tighten up for now and indicate there option of more detailed analysis later

Pranesh Prakash: +1 to Marianne

Monika Zlabriuter: Guys, I agree to have it as an example: wouldn’t you like to have it a shorter part though for now?

Monika Zlabriuter: in particular report?

Monika Zlabriuter: Lee, it might be too much stuff.

Monika Zlabriuter: in common. Marianne F: +1, if the feeling is to keep it in then perhaps as a note. But Lee is pointing out the timing issue so I would defer to those who know ICANN better than I do

Marianne F: Peasemutemetics when typing?

Marianne F: I doubt leave it out

Alexandra: Agree that the UDP part might draw attention from the substantial issues int he ICANN-HR relationship. It is now

Alexandra: I have missed it: couldn’t be pleased again how GAC is going to be engaged?
Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the ICANN and Human Rights Call on Monday, 30th March 2015.

Anirudh Spuy: Thanks.

Jorge Cancio: Thanks.

Maryam Bakoshi: Thank you all.

Chris LaHatte: Thanks.

Matthew Shears: Thanks.

Niels Ten Oever: Thanks.

Maryam Bakoshi: @Monika, please give me your number and I will dial out to you.

Monika Zalnieriute: Aha, ok, my phone number is xxxxxxxxxxx.

Maryam Bakoshi: I am also here - Megan Richards (European Commission) - my name comes up as HR. I guess the sign in rather than name.

Amr Elsadr: @Monika: I’m not entirely convinced that CSR should be the focus. The real need of HR in ICANN is on how the policies affect domain name holders.

Amr Elsadr: Bringing in/recruiting the expertise would be fantastic.

Monika Zalnieriute: Cool, I hear everything, and I think I agree with Niels.

Niels Ten Oever: @Monika: We still don’t hear you. Monika.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Amr Elsadr: Brining in/recruiting the expertise would be fantastic.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Niels Ten Oever: @Monika: We still don’t hear you.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am still here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Maryam Bakoshi: Dialling out to you now.

Monika Zalnieriute: @Amr: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Amr Elsadr: @Monika: I understand your point re CSR - but I guess my feeling is that using that approach as an umbrella may make the issue for palatable.

Amr Elsadr: @Matt: Looks like you have a lot of work to do.

Matthew Shears: Thanks.

Niels Ten Oever: I am sorry.

Nigel Hickson: Good afternoon from Geneva.

HR: Good afternoon from Brussels. I will unfortunately have to leave about 14:15 - apologies.

Niels Ten Oever: Article 19: Just to make sure everyone has the text of the CCWF draft charter: https://etherpad.mozilla.org/icannhrdraft

Rafik: Hi.

Matthew Shears: Hello.

Marilia Maciel: No sound though.

Matthew Shears: Hello.

Amr Elsadr: Today’s room is audio enabled, so you can use it to speak without dialing into the conference.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Amr Elsadr: Hi everyone, in listening mode unfortunately.

Amr Elsadr: Archives of the email list are here: mail-ccnwg.icann.org.

Nigel Hickson: Good day.

Matthew Shears: Good morning/evening.

Niels Ten Oever: I am also here - Megan Richards (European Commission) - my name comes up as HR. I guess the sign in rather than name.

Amr Elsadr: @Monika: You can edit your info using the menu at the top-right of the AC window.

Monika Zalnieriute: Hi Megan..., if you like, you can edit your info using the menu at the top-right of the AC window.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Amr Elsadr: Bringing in/recruiting the expertise would be fantastic.

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Niels Ten Oever: Archivia of the email list are here: mail-ccnwg.icann.org.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, please kindly state your name and organization in the chat window for record purposes.


Nils Ten Oever: Article 19: Tentative agenda is here:


Nils Ten Oever: Article 19: Discussion or objective and scope of the CCWF.

Nils Ten Oever: Article 19: Discussion of potential research topics.

Nils Ten Oever: Article 19: Update on related work in other constituencies and workstreams.


Jorge Cancio: GAC-Switzerland: Hi, I am Jorge Cancio, GAC-Rep for Switzerland.

Chris LaHatte: Good afternoon everyone.

Nigel Hickson: Good afternoon from Geneva.

HR: Good afternoon from Brussels. I will unfortunately have to leave about 14:15 - apologies.

Nils Ten Oever: Article 19: Just to make sure everyone has the text of the CCWF draft charter: https://etherpad.mozilla.org/icannhrdraft.

Rafik: Hi.

Matthew Shears: Hello.

Marilia Maciel: No sound though.

Matthew Shears: Hello.

Amr Elsadr: Today’s room is audio enabled, so you can use it to speak without dialing into the conference.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Niels Ten Oever: Archivia of the email list are here: mail-ccnwg.icann.org.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Maryam Bakoshi: Dialling out to you now.

Monika Zalnieriute: Aha, ok, my phone number is xxxxxxxxxxx.

Monika Zalnieriute: Ok, my phone number is xxxxxxxxxxx.

Maryam Bakoshi: Dialling out to you now.

Maryam Bakoshi: I am also here - Megan Richards (European Commission) - my name comes up as HR. I guess the sign in rather than name.

Amr Elsadr: @Monika: You can edit your info using the menu at the top-right of the AC window.

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Niels Ten Oever: Archivia of the email list are here: mail-ccnwg.icann.org.

Matthew Shears: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Monika Zalnieriute: Do you hear me?

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Maryam Bakoshi: Dialling out to you now.

Monika Zalnieriute: I am here, I can hear everything, but I am not sure I can speak.

Amr Elsadr: Bringing in/recruiting the expertise would be fantastic.

Jorge Cancio: GAC-Switzerland: Hi, I am Jorge Cancio, GAC-Rep for Switzerland.